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INTRODUCTION

1. The Economic Commission for Africat at the first meeting of its

Conference of Ministers held in Tunis from Q to 13 February 1971, examined

the proposal for the construction of a trans-African highway and passed a

resolution requesting the Executive Secretary to assist in the formation

of the, Trans-African Highway Committee and to take appropriate steps to

invite prospective supporters in order to consider ways and means of

mobilizing financial and technical resources and of securing the necessary

international assistance for this purpose. In compliance with the decision

of the Commission, the Executive Secretary, in consultation with Governments

concerned, organized the first meeting of the Trans-African Highway Committee

in Addis Ababa from 14 to lfl June 1971•

ORGANIZATION OF THE MEETING

Opening and duration of the meeting

2. The first meeting of the Trans-African Highway Committee took place

in Addis Ababa from 14 to 18 June 1971 under the Chairmanship of Mr. Jean

Mweze of the Ministry of Public Works, Democratic Republic of the Congo.

3. The first session was opened with remarks by the Executive Secretary of

the SCA who suggested that since two of the principal documents of the

meeting had drastically been revised, the meeting might consider a formal

opening the following day in order that delegates would have time to study

the documents. In the meantime, he suggested that the delegates might

consider the portion of the agenda dealing with the first four items so that

on the following day, after the official opening, the meeting would' go right

to item five on the draft agenda. The meeting accepted the suggestion and

the Committee proceeded to item 2 on the agenda.

Election of 0Cficers

4. The following representatives were elected officers of the Committee:

Mr. Jean Mweze, Congo (Kinshasa), vas Chairman

Mr. Augustin Dallot-Befio, Central African Republic, as Vice-Chairraan

Mr. M. T. Usman, Nigeria," as Vice-Chairman

Dr. Eliud I. Maluki, Kenya, as Rapporteur
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Attendance

5. The .meeting was attended by the representatives of the six countries

through whose territories the proposed Trans-African Highway would traverse:

Cameroon, Central African Republic, Congo (Kinshasa), Kenya, Nigeria and

Uganda.

6. Observer/participants from the following countries and organizations

were also in attendance: Belgium, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Japan,

Netherlands, United Kingdom, USA, the African Development Bank, IBRD, UNDP,

World Food Programme, International Road Federation, Economic Commission for

Asia and the Far East, Organization of African Unity, International Labour

Organisation, Tunisia.

7. It was decided, upon the suggestion of the Executive Secretary of the EGA,

that discussions at the meeting would be opened to all participants as well

as representatives of the observer countries and the various international

organizations.

Agenda and organization of work '

8. After discussions, the Committee adopted the following agenda: :

(1) Election of officers

(2) Adoption of agenda

(3) Organization of work

(4) Official opening of the meeting

(5) Current status of the Trans-African Highway

(6) Some economic aspects of the Trans-African Highway

(7) Recommendations for further action

(8) Trans-African Highway motor rally

(9) Any other business

Minimum geometrical design standards for the Trans-African'Highway

(10) Date and place of the next meeting

(11) Adoption of the report

9. A daily schedule was established for the morning and afternoon sessions

of 10.00 a.m. - 12.3C p.m. and 3-00 p.m. -6.00 p.m. respectively.
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Opening, statement "by the Executive Secretary '

10. At the formal opening of the meeting the Executive Secretary of the
ECA stated that the Trans-African Highway Committee meeting had been convened
in accordance with resolution 226(xVwhich required the secretariat and the
member States concerned to investigate the possibility for linking up existing
roads across Africa from East to West- This implied the building of a high

way across Africa on present foundations. An encouraging aspect of the project
was that it had caught the attention of businessmen and prospective investors;

and that it was partly in response to the interest thus shown that resolution

226(X) was adopted in February this year.

11. Some-of the. problems involved were: (a) the possibility of improving
existing waterways or making them a part of the transport network; (b) the
probable advantage of a railway network over a highway; (c) the viability of
the project in terms of freight or passenger potential; (d) the possible
association with the project of. telecommunication development in the region
such as micro-wave telephone systems; and (e) possible construction of oil
pipe lines along the route. It was not' the intention to build a Trans-African

Highway for travel from one end of it to the other so that any question of.
"who wanted to travel by road from Mombasa to Kano", could not-have much
meaning. The highway would be used in sections for commerce and trade"and

for travel and, in most cases as feeder roads.

12. This meeting had been convened to study the proposals that had been
placed before delegates and observers. Several' studies had been undertaken by
U3AID, the. latest of which was the middle Africa Study which covered Zambia,
the iakes area and the Katanga region of Congo. The World Bank was currently

-financing a series of road surveys in East and Central Africa. In addition,
several bilateral donors and also the.European Economic Community were under
taking several isolated projects in response to national requests. Already a
comprehensive study had been undertaken by s. group of experts headed by

Engineer Lagouge and placed at the disposal of the Economic Commission

. Africa by the Belgian technical assistance, programme. The report of t
Belgian experts had reviewed the current transport situation in Central Africa,

including Burundi, Rwanda, Uganda and Congo. In 1968 the World Bank had
undertaken a review of transport studies in Africa and had recommended specnic

projects to be followed up. The time was therefore ripe for some of the above
activities and the activities to follow to be adequately co-ordinated, To
tackle its task.constructively, the Commission would need to have a clear
picture of what was'being currently executed or considered and to establish
the- relevance of this work to its activities. It was su-gested, therefore,
that the Trans-African Highway would promote and co-ordinate a planned
development of highway.systems in various countries connected together to
form ah international highway network, thereby providing facilities for
developing commerce and trade and tourism and, above all, bring the people
of Africa together for better understanding and for peace.
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13. The Committee that was being set up would consider ways and-means of

ensuring that the Trans-African Highway become a reality as early as possible.

For this purpose, delegates required a body to co-ordinate activities ^at the

national level. The Executive Sepretary suggested that the committee consider ■

establishing a co-ordinating committee at a high technical level, consisting of

representatives of the countries concerned, as members. To tie in the activi

ties of this Committee with the co-operating countries, he also suggested

inviting such countries to become associate members of this co-ordinating 4

committee. For institutional support to the co-ordinating committee, and

to ensure that its recommendations and policy directives were carried out

effectively and expeditiously, it was necessary' to establish a Bureau (the i

Trans-African Highway Bureau) in the ECA Transport Section. He was therefore
looking into the possibility of appointing a co-ordinator. It was also hoped

that the co-operating countries would assist in the technical set-up of the

Bureau. This Committee when formed, besides carrying out the tasks that

rr.ght be assigned to it, would have to prepare a Trans-African Highway network

with priority for those routes which would connect all the countries by, at least,

one through route. In addition, other suitable communications should be

provided to places of importance, such as international and economic centres,

and ports and places of tourist interest. Once this network was approved by

the Co-ordinating Committee, work for its implementation could proceed. The -

Co-ordinating Committee would also prepare various standards for the highway

network. Bearing in mind the economic conditions of the African countries, it

was suggested that the minimum standard be at a low reasonable level to be

used for construction by stages, as money became available and the traffic

justified it. The Co-ordinating Committee, the help of the co-operating countries,

UNDP, the African Development Bank and the World Bank and other resources, would

also carry out reconnaissance services which would give rise to detailed
economic surveys.

14. He also suggested for the consideration of the Committee that economic

and technical services should be obtained at the highest possible level and

that an Advisory Board should be set up, consisting of transport economists,

transport engineers and others of international repute. This Advisory Board

could meet prior to the Co-ordinating Committee and advise them on all matters

concerning the development of the Trans-African Highway. ,

15. The distance to be covered by the highway had been estimated at 7,059

kilometres. Of this distance, already 5,595 kilometres consisted of all-weather

roads, 1,522 partially improved roads, and 342 unimproved. It was estimated

that if the project concentrated on covering the entire distance with an all-

weather road, the extra work involved would be only 1,864 kilometres. Most of

the work therefore involved improvement of existing roads, and nev; road

construction would be limited to 4.8 per cent of the route. The project would

therefore be completed - especially when different portions could be undertaken

concurrently - within the second development decade.

16. A large portion of the work would have to be undertaken in the Democratic
Republic of Congo (1243 kilometres of partially improved roads and 29O kilo
metres of unimproved roads). The situation in that country suggested an area
where multinational co-operation and assistance would be required to ease the

burden which would fall primarily on a single member Government. The secreta-
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riat was. therefore calling attention to this to emphasize the flexible

approach which was necessary for the acceptance and implementation of the

project which had two aspects; (a) the national base work and (b) the
provision of international links.

17. . The idea of the secretariat was that the Trans-African Highway project
should be regarded as an effort to co-ordinate 6 national projects- Some
Governments might not have much to do in their own territories. But the

African States represented here were those through those areas the highway
would pass. In other words, the governments with real interest in the

project had met here to translate these interests into a programme, and to
determine a strategy for tackling it. " ■ '

IS. In document E/CN.14./TRANS/43/Rev.l, the secretariat had suggested the
organization of a committee of interested governments and donor organizations

and had suggested the functions which such a committee might perform. The
secretariat was, moreover, anxious to avoid the setting up of top-heavy

expensive machinery, and was prepared, if this was in keeping with the

wishes of the governments, to nominate one of its staff members to carry out
the functions of Secretary of the Committee and provide the entire secretariat
of the project.

19. The secretariat was happy to see the interest being shown in the project
by the attendance at this meeting of Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany,
Prance, Japan, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and United States. The
secretariat was also encouraged by the support which various agencies of the

United Nations as well as international organizations seemed prepared to give
to the project, namely, the African Development Bank, the World Bank, UWDP,
World Food Programme, ECAFE. the Office of Technical Co-operation (OTC. -
United Nations Headquarters) and the International Road Federation. The fact
that the OAU was also represented at the meeting showed that the idea of the
Trans-African Highway had the support of all Africa.

20. Statements were made by representatives of the following countries
through which the Trans-African Highway traverses: Kenya, Central African
Republic, Cameroon, Congo (Kinshasa) and Nigeria. All were agreed that the
route of highway should be based upon areas of thick population density, with
agricultural, industrial and commercial potential. The need for a main

trunk highway which formed the backbone of individual countries was readily
recognized and so also was the need for feeder roads - particularly for land
locked countries.

21. Suggestions for alternative routes were put forward by some delegations.
In many cases these alternative routes were intended to open up rural area
with agricultural potential, or to link up other countries not represented
at the meeting and fit in with the development plans of countries concerned.
The suggested alternative routes outside the proposals of the Secretariat
included:
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I

1. riau-Summit - Kisumu - Busia to Uganda (Kenya);

] 2. ICasindi through Lake Kivu to link up Rwanda and Burundi with

1 the Democratic Republic of Congo ; .

3. Berberati - Batouri - Bertoua -Yaounde- Bafoussam - Bamenda- '

Mamfe to Enugu, in Nigeria (Cameroon) ; I

4. Bouar - Garoua - Boulai - Bagolo - Tibati - Foumban - Bafoussam - *

" Bamenda - Mamfe to Enugu (Cameroon) I ' ;

1 . 5. Buta - Bangassou - Bambari - Sibut - Bangui . (Central African ft

Republic);

, 6. Lagos - Shagamu - Benin - Asaba - Onitsha - Enugu - Abakaliki - ,

1 Yahe - Ikom - Ekang to Cameroon (Nigeria).

1

22. Alternative routes suggested tended to increase total mileage of roads

I to be constructed except in the case of number one above (Kenya) resulted

in a reduction in mileage involved. v

23. Although there were road-links between countries of the Trans-African

Highway, it was clear from the statements that the bulk of the existing lin^s

were single carriageways, not all-weather, bituminized for part of the way

only, built many years ago and with defective or wooden bridges. Some rehabili

tation was under way on some of these roads but there was need to construct

wider roads and to modern design standards and specification to permit them to ■

cope with increasing volume of traffic.

24. Delegates expressed the desire for a dialogue between contiguous

countries to assist them in deciding which road projects fitted into each

other's development schemes and needs. Countries should not be concerned

only with their own national needs but should also consider the inter-regional ■

interest. Attention was drawn to the need to give consideration to question '■•

of frontier problems. It was also agreed to establish a Bureau to service ■;?
Committee. Squally important was the need for feasibility studies of the ■"■$

project without which progress would be impeded. *

25. On the question of the setting up of a Bureau, as proposed by the .3

secretariat, delegates emphasized the need for co-ordination. Such co- J

ordination, under the leadership of the Co-ordinator was necessary in order '$

to ensure that reports of the Committee reach governments concerned, and j

help promote effective action. ^ :'■
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COUNTRY SITUATION REPORTS

26. According to the Kenya delegation, the Kenya Section had the route

via Malaba,and that this route which at present was 915-5 km long

between Mombasa and Malaba had a .biturainized surface. Over the Kenya

Section, this meant a programme to build 65 to 100 km p.h. average

travel speed highway to 9,000 and 12,000 1b WL over various sectors,

with a paved width of 7-0 metras. Where very recent construction was

to 6.1 metres, it was proposed that this would be widened at a later

stage.

27. The paved widths were generally 6.1 metres, but were as low as
5.5 metres, and up to 7.0 metres. The loading standards varied from

6,000 lb WL to 12,000 lb. WL with an average of about 7,000 lb. WL.
Both pavements and loading capacities on this route were thus seriously
sub-standard. In addition, the route passed through the urban centres

of Mombasa, Nairobi, Nakuru and "Dldoret, in the former two over which
traffic congestion problems were already acute.

28. An alternative route in Kenya would be preferable. This route

would run south of the Malaba route and passed through Kisumu town

crossing the Uganda border at Busia/ The total length of this route

between Mombasa and Busia would be 895-3 km after reconstruction. By
1973, the Southern alternative route would be bituminized through the
Kenya.Section, and the length Mombasa-Busia via Kericho and Busia would

be 909.3 km.■ ■

29. Ultimately the length Mombasa-Busia after realigning to bypass

Kericho. tea areas would be 895-8 km. The Southern route (Busia) was
preferred by Kenya because;

(a) it was ultimately 45-4 km shorter'than the Northern (toalaba)
route between tiau-Summit and Buwayo;

(b) it .passed through the third largest urban growth centre in-

Kenya, i.e., Kisumu (after Nairobi and Mombasa);

(cj it passed through a more populous rural province of Kenya

than did the Northern route,

30. It was, however, appreciated that the choice of route was a matter.

of concern to Uganda as well as Kenya. The point where the existing ■
route was resumed was Buwayo, 19 km inside Uganda, west of Busia, and

43 km west, of Malaba.

31. The existing Southern route was bituminized for all but 80 km and
the pavement of this section was due to take place within the next 24
months. On the Southern route this would leave only 19 km of road in
Uganda which it was believed was unpaved linking Busia with Buwayo on the

Tororo-Kampala Road.
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32. Ths whole of both Southern and Northern routes in Kenya were at

present single-carriage way, two-way, two-lane roads, with paved widths

varying between 5.5 metres to 6.1 metres; with only 97-5 km with a 7-

metre pavement out of a total route length of over 90° km.

33. Shouldered with and side drainage of road between Nairobi and

, Mombasa were for the greater part adequate with shoulders over 2-5

metres wide, but elsewhere the shoulders varied from being non-existent

j to approximately 2.0 metres wide. Side drainage characteristics on- the

~ road sectors west of Nairobi also varied considerably, in some places

being non-existent (especially between Nairobi and Nakuru) whilst at
other places they were somewhat better.

34. The geometry of the Kenya Section was for the greater part adequate

1 for the period up to 1985, but there were certain of the older sectors

! (notably Nairobi-Nakuru) where reconstruction was needed on geometric

grounds in addition to low pavement strength and route shortening

considerations.

35. Pavement strengths and surface shapes were almost everywhere sub

standard for the loads the highway was already carrying quite apart from

any expected increases in traffic due to the projected nature of the

Trans-African Highway. The design standards of existing pavements catered

for 100 to 1,500 vehicles per day according to sectors, whereas present

traffic on these Kenya sectors ran from 700 to 2,500 vehicles per day

respectively.

36. Bridges were, with very few exceptions, up to the loading standard

and two lanes wide, but most were only 7-6 metres between curves.

37. From the characteristics of the existing roads, it could "be seen

that stage construction strengthening and widening of pavements, shoulders,

and levelling of the surface was required almost throughout even where

. the geometry might be adequate. In addition, over various of the older
sections of the road, poor existing geometry demanded complete reconstruc

tion, at the same time effecting route shortening and the pavements

strengthening. Cver one major section between Londiani and Awasi, route

shortening in itself so as to by-pass Kericho justified the construction

of a new road. The Kericho tea growing areas would be served by the

existing road which would revert to a second order classification route

leading off the international highway.

38. The improvements recommended from our consideration of the levels

of surface and design standards were:

(a) 7-0 metres wide pavements per carriage way except where

very recent construction had just been completed to 6.1
metres and where all other aspects of the design standards

were satisfactory. This occurred on 113 km of the Malaba

route, and 37 km of the Busia route;

! I

; t
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(b) 2.5 metres minimum shoulder width throughout;

(c) improved geometric alignment to allow for 100 km p.h.

average travel speed reduced to a minimum of 65 km p.h.

under severe topographical and physical development

constraints; ■ . .

(d) pavement design load standard to 12,000 lb. WL between

Mombasa and Londiani on the Southern route which was

approximately 75 to 80 per cent of the length of the

Kenya Section by either route. The remainder of both

routes would be to a ^000 lb WL except for short 12,000 .lb

WL sections nearer Eldoret and Kisumu;

(e) dual carriage ways (two-lane, one way) routes would be
constructed over a length of 9-5 km leading out of

Kilindini harbour through Mombasa city and 17 km out of

Nairobi towards the Nairobi airport and the main inter

national route junction at Athi River, which route linked

Nairobi and Har-es-Salaam;

(f) all existing BS 153 HA loading bridges with 7-6 metres

between kerbs would be left as they were, but any new

bridges that were required would be built to the above

loading standard but with 8.0 metres between kerbs.

39. The first 9.6 km of the Southern route through mountainous country

was common with the Kericho road and this sector had just been up- .

graded to 9,000 lb WL with 6.1 metres pavement, and 3.0 metres shoulders.

The sector had previously been paved to an identical low standard.as the

Mau-Summit to Kldoret road, and had failed earlier. The road reverted

to gravel and had just been constructed- on its original satisfactory

alignment. In the near future, it was believed, this short first sector

would have to be widened and over-laid to increase its loading and

volume capacity since it would take the combined Kisumu-Kericho and

Trans—African Highway traffic.

40. From Londiani to Fort Ternan the road was a low standard gravel

route traversing mountainous country. It was constructed between 40

and 50 years ago. A completely new and shorter alignment was proposed

to a 9000 lb WL with 7.0 metres pavement which would take transferred

traffic "rom the Kericho road destined for Kisumu. From Fort Ternan

to Muhoroni, the existing gravel road running along the floor over-twist

ing narrow valley was at present being reconstructed on a new high-speed

alignment to a 12,000 lb WL, with 6.1 metres pavement and 3". 5 metres

shoulders. This project was part of a sugar growing scheme in the

area, but at the same time was a- first stage towards building a short

cut route between Kisumu and Mau-Summit.
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41. From Muhoroni to Awasi a gravel road existed "but a 12.5 km long

bituminized realignment was proposed to join up with existing Kericho

road. The area was flat to rolling with highly expansive sub-soils.

A 9,000 1b VIL and 7.0 metres wide pavement was proposed.

42. From Awasi to Kisumu the existing road was built to a 6,000 lb
WX nine years ago on a satisfactory geometric alignment. The pave

ment was 6.1 metres wide with more than adequate shoulder widths. The
terrain was flat over highly expansive soils.. The surrounding area

was subject to flooding and lay very close to the shores of Lake

Victoria. The Awasi-Ahero sector of this road failed drastically as

with various other sections of the Kenya 6,000 lb WL designs, and
this had been reconstructed to a 9,000 lb WL, with 6-5 metres wide

pavements. Ahero, a trunk road branched off to Tanzania along the

eastern shores of Lake Victoria. From Ahero into Kisumu, the present

road would need reconstruction fairly soon to a 12,000 lb WL and 7.0
metres pavement. An inherently higher factor on safety in the gravel
materials forming its pavement, over those on the Awasi-Ahero section,

was a major reason why the former section had not failed yet - it could

collapse any time.

43. The Kisumu-Busia (Uganda border) sector would shortly be put to

contract for bituminization to a 7.0 metres wide pavement and 9,000 lb.
WL. The alignment was a new one since a 10 per cent reduction in

length could be achieved by so doing and without disaffecting service

areas enroute.

Central African Republic

44. tfith reference to document 'l/W ,14/TRANS/43/Rev.l and in connexion
with the organization of work of the Committee, the delegation of the
Central African Republic wished to know whether the 3CA would finance

the participation of delegations to meetings of the Committee. They
also wished to know the method of appointment to the role, duration and
terms of reference of the Bureau to be established for the Committee.

45. Mention was made of expenses to be met under "organs" of the
Committee and the delegation enquired as to whether the secretariat of
these organs would be provided by the ^CA; if so one was at a loss to
see what these organs were or what their expenses might be. It would
be wise to maintain what related to inter-State arrangements. Project

Director would have to be appointed.

46. As regarded procedure, the distinction between the "centre" and the
"organs" of the Committee was not clear. Progress reports should be
transmitted to the States. Regarding studies, the role of the Project
Director would be preponderant, since he would have to co-ordinate

general studies over the whole of the itinerary and especially the
feasibility and pre-feasibility studies. On the other hand, projects

for implementation might be prepared by the States concerned.
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47- With regard to document '&/ ON. 14/TRAM 3/44 and the present state of.
the route, the delegation of the' Central African Republic wished to

point out that the portion of road crossing its territory was not "poor

in quality and sometimes impassable during the rainy season". Actually,

only the end portion of the .stretch (150 km) before the Cameroon

frontier should be seriously improved. The rest was an all-weather road

that was suitable and even in very good condition over the first ljp km.

48. In addition, the Central African Republic had an alternative road
outlay to propose which, instead of using the Buta - Lisala - Akula -

Bangui axis of 1,074 km, would be as follows: Buta - Bangassou -

Bambari- Sibut - Bangui (1,150 km). Regarding this alternative route,.
72 km of the Bangui-- Sibut portion was already tarmetted and the whole

of it would be tarmetted in 3 years time (F.ED) , the entire length being .

I85 km. The Sibut - Bambari (200 km) portion should be developed into
a modern earth road in the next 5 years (IDA would provide finance).

The rest of the route, Bambari - Bangassou,. had already been thoroughly

studied from the pre-feasibility aspect by JJ'SD. ■ In any case, what was

needed now was a all-weather trunk road, the improvement and tarmetting

of which would be less costly than the other section. Moreover, from

the general economic standpoint, in the south-eastern region of the

Central African Republic there were a number of farming and industrial

projects which would make it a pivot of development that would need to

be served and, in actual fact, the proposed axis would have a fairly

large number of interconnecting feeder roads.

m49° With regard to road standards of the agreed standards 150

visibility seemed low. Information was required as to whether '.'the

road camber" ("the inclination'of the causeway") represented the slope
of inclined planes. In such a case 4 per cent seemed quite much. . The

load limit H 15^12 also needed to .be clarified.

50. The delegation offered the following suggestions:

(a) When a decision was taken on the general cutlay as well as
the standards and the level of development required, the

Committee would have to state, to begin with, through the

. ... Director of the Project; -

- the definition and time schedule for studies;

- their cost and source of financing;

their implementation and supervision.

In the second phase, he would have to secure sources of financing
the work, to be done. There was need also to determine the enterprises

to undertake the work, the procedure for awarding contracts, the

implementation schedule, -and the method of supervising the work. The

most rational solution in this field was -to leave it to each State to

assume responsibility on the basis of its national regulations. In
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conclusion, he would have to put forward the necessary solutions to

the States concerned to ensure the future upkeep of the route.

(b) The question of feeder roads had not been touched. Actually,
' the programme should also include the improvement (level to

( be determined) of secondary roads (feeder roads) to the .
[ ' Trans-African highway. These roads should form part of the

, project,
i

t

* Cameroon

51. According to the participant from the Cameroon, the main objectives

of the Trans-African highway in a draft resolution, as submitted by the

) countries concerned in Tunis in February 1971 concerned the following:

[ (a) The improvement of the transport network in Africa both from
the national and international point of view and the opening

! of new regions with promising agricultural and mineral

I potential;

f (b) The establishment of an efficient transport network, favouring
the intensification of inter-African.trade as well as other

forms of co-operation "and economic ccntact.

52. Observations handed in to the Commission by the delegate of the

Cameroon, stressed, moreover, the imperative need to provide outlets

for landlocked countries and to supply them with low-cost transport

facilities. The draft resolution also requested the 'Economic Commis

sion for Africa: (a) to call a meeting of experts to explore thoroughly
the economic potential of the countries concerned and the possibilities

of trade in the region; (b) to consider, with the assistance of the

Executive Secretary of the Commission, the setting up of a technical

committee of experts, to study the improvement and modifications to be

made in the existing roads and the construction of other links.

53. The purpose of the present statement was to make a brief and

preliminary contribution to the study of the projected link through

Cameroon territory. This study must necessarily b'egin with a descrip

tion of the existing transport network, both under construction and

planned.

54- The main communication route in Cameroon connected Douala to Fort-

Foureau, on the Logone, facing Fort-Lamy. When the extension and improve

ment is finished, it wculd include; (a) 900 km of railroad Douala -

Ngaoundere, completion of work in progress was planned for 1974; (b) 715
km of asphalted road; the Mora - Fort - Foureau link.had been finished

(except for 22 km leading'to Fort-Foureau) , * the* Ngaoundere - Garoua link
which would be completed in 1974, and approximately 200 km of the road

on the Garoua - Mora link to be asphalted. In all, 1,615 km of permanent

highway suitable for heavy traffic existed, which linked,up with a mari-

time port also in the process of extension and modernization.
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55- Douala was also the starting point of many routes: - to Tiko and

Victoria; — to Buea, Kumba and Mamfe; - to Bafoussan and Foumban or

Bamenda; - to Yaounde and Garoua-Boulai, all of which were permanently

and partially surfaced, but which were to be improved in the near future

(retracing of the roads, extensions of asphalting).

56. Starting out from Lagos, the route proposed by the SCA went through

Kano, Maiduguri, Bama, and then Mora, Maroua, Garoua, Ngaoundere up to

the CAR border at Garoua-Boulai, covering 1,847 km on Nigerian territory

and 858 km in Cameroon territory - a total of 2,705 km.

57> From Lagos to Maiduguri, this route coincided with that of the

alternative Vest-Sast transcontinental highway proposed by the "SCA in

1968. After some consideration, the Cameroon Government had at the

time expressed its opinion on the route which had satisfied as far as

possible both the objectives and the works and extension programme of

its network, namely, that beginning from Lagos the road should pass

through Benin City, Onitsha, Enugu, and then on to Mamfe, Bamenda,

Bafoussam, Tibati and Ngaoundere, towards the south of Chad (alternative

I).

58. The same route could be used for the Lagos — Mombasa highway up

to Tibati then so directly across the CAR border at Garoua-Boulai,

covering a total of 1,874 km of which 842 were in Nigeria and 1,032 km

in the Cameroon, (alternative II) . From the point of view of the

Cameroon, this route offered, in relation to the route passing through

Kano and Maiduguri, several important advantages: (a) shortening of
the Lagos - Garoua—Boulai stretch by 831 km or 31 por cent; (b) an
easy cross-link from Lagos to Ibuala and Yaounde by the road branching

off at Mamfe; (c) access to the main Cameroon transport network from
Bangui and from Bouar, with the possibility of using the railroad at

Bagodo; (d) on Cameroon territory the route would cross the Bamileke

plateau, which was a densely populated, highly developed agricultural

region, and would then pass south of the Adamaoua range, rich in

cattle and mineral resources (bauxite from Minim — Murtap).

59• In order to attain the main objectives, this route should be

completed by links with Chad. A branch road leaving the N'Gaoundere-

Garoua road at Banda and passing through Moundou and Fort Archambault,

would provide the solution for southern Chad, (cf. Chad-Cameroon

agreement protocol, 20/VII/70). This road would link up with the
highway through the N'Gaoundere - Walarba section.

60. The Fort-Lamy area was linked to the Cameroon network by the Fort-

Foureau - Mora road. Access to the Nigerian network would then require

only the construction of the Mora - Bama section* The construction of

this road system would provide easy access for the landlocked areas of

Chad and the Central African Republic to Douala, the nearest sea-port.

The table which follows shows the lengths of the principal links.
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From Douala to

By rail

By road

Total rail and road

By road alone

1,151

1,164

Moundou "

km

900

415

1,315

1,294

Fort-Lamy

km

900

715

1,615

1,594

61. The distances and indications as to the present state of the roads
followed by alternative II and by the additional links were summarized
as presented below based on the Michelin 1/4,000,000 scale maps and the

maps of the I.G.N. of Cameroon.

Cameroon

Border

Bamenda

Bafoussan

Tibati to

Malarba to

Pagodo to

Garoua-Boulai

Km

206

80

414

60

40

232

Class

semi—permanent

permanent

semi-permanent

semi-permanent

semi-permanent

semi-permanent, permanent

Total 1,032

Additional links

Eama %o

Eurder to

Mora

Total

45
36

81

semi-permanent,_track

track

Eanda to

Border to

Moundou

Total

200

100

300

track

track

M'Gaoundere to

Malarba

Total additional

sections

146

527

semi-permanent, track
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Length of road 'by

Alternative II

Asphalt

Permanent

Semi-permanent

Track

Total

Additional links

Alternative II

Semi-permanent

Track

Total

class

Cameroon

174
858

1,0 32

Cameroon

94

- . 288

. 382

Chad

IfI1
-

Nigeria

29
16

45

1

Chad

100

100

Total

174
980

,154

Total

123

404

527

62. On the basis of the above data, an estimate had been made of the

cost of the alternative and the additional links on Cameroon territory,

assuming a construction cost of US&70,000 per kilometre of modern asphalt

road designed for units of up to 25 tons and a maximum axle load of 13 tons,

Alternative II

Additional links

Total

1,032 x $70,000 =- $72,240,000

382 x $70,000 = S26,740,0OO

1,414 x $70,000 = $98,980,000

63. The.cost of constructing the Cameroon link of alternative I would be

less (in the region of $60,000,000) but, subject to detailed economic

studies, thn advantages of alternative II - shorter length and reduction

of transport costs, access to landlocked areas) seeded to be considerable
enough to offset this difference to a large extent. Other alternatives

could, of course, be considered, to the south of alternative II, and

passing, for example, through Yaounde and Bertoua. Examination of the

cartographic data immediately revealed the following disadvantages of

thin solution:

<- (a) Lengthening of the route. The distances from Garoua to
Boulai were: - via Batchenga-Bertoua : 841 km; via Yaounde-

Bertoua ; 965 ^m» v^a alternative II : 746 km$ representing

increases of 95 km, or 219 km by passing through Yaounde

(13 per cent and 30 per cent respectively).

(b) Increased distance from the Adamaoua mountain range and
southern Chad: from Ngaoundere to Batchcnga ; 477 km; from

Ngaoundere to Malarba •• 147 km; the additional length of

vrhich would be 330 km.
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(c) Lengthening of the link from the north-east of the Central
African Republic to the railway: from Bouar to Belabo :
512 km; from Bouar to Bagodo : 319 km; the additional length
of which would be 121 km (31 per cent) .

(~t was noted in connexion with the above analysis that the
south-wester cxzo. of the" Central African Republic was served .
by shipping on the tributaries of the Congo and the Oubangui).

(d) Dual track over more than 300 km, from Yaounde to Bertoua.

64. These considerations according to the Cameroon delegate strengthened

the argument in favour o.: alternative II.

Congo (Kinshasa)

65. Commenting on SCA's recommendation for the building of the Trans-
African highway from Mombasa to Lagos, the Congo (Kinshasa) delegate
designated the portion of th* road passing through the Congo (Kinshasa)
as beginning from Kasindi in the East and ending in themnor"^-west at
Zongo towards Bangui in the Central African Republic. The highway
project as provided for by 3CA as far as its layout in the Democratic
Republic of Congo was concerned, was in keeping with his Government s

future plans for road development.

66. The portion of the highway in the Democratic Republic of Congo
would be as follows: Kasindi - Beni - Mombasa - Bafwasende - Kisangani -
Banalia - Buta - Aketi - Bumba - Lisala - Akula - Gemena - Lifcenge -
Zongo. The actual position, however, was as follows: From Kasindi

to Zongo the distance is 2,147 km.

67. The route was, generally speaking, passable except in Borne marshy
areas where the obstacles increased as the rams developed. The portion
of road Lad three ferry points on the Lua, at Akula and at Banalia,
1,400 metrrs in all, with one stretch being 900 metres. The possibility
of havimc Viem replaced Yy e.xt?nro.ve engineering works (either mevfU
bridges or r'nfor^d concrete bridges) was not ruled out, but this was
not being contemplated in the immediate future. The portion so *«
asphalted was 77 km, the rest being practically earth. The worst portion

of the road was between Mombasa - Beni which was clayey, and Gemena -
Akula - Liaala, a road that ran over dikes.

68 Traffic between Mombasa - Beni was not practicable at present,
bui there was another way to get to Beni through Komanda on^ £*""£'
limonite road. This road was at present being up-graded. ^fortunately,
this diversion was not part of the Trans-African highway with which the

Committee was at the moment concerned.
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69. Studies had just begun on the reconstruction' of the Akula dike
(12 km); and actual work might begin early in 1972. Apart from the
marshy region referred to above, and a section situated between Mombasa

and Beni, the rest of the portion of the road in the Democratic Republic

of Congo was practicable at an average speed of 50 km/hour.

70. Future road development projects in the Democratic Republic of
Congo-included construction in connexion with the large bend of the
sea - Sast of the country. The bend referred to was:

- (a) . Banana to Bukavu through Kinshasa - Ikiwit - Luluabourg -
Mbuji - Mayij and

(b) Bukavu - Kisangani through'Ruindi. The following portion
was also worth mentioning;

(c) Bukavu - Uvira towards Katanga which crossed the two
neighbouring territories of Hwanda and Burundi.

71. The Kisangani - Bukavu - Ruindi road in the Democratic Republic

of Congo took account of the development of tourism in the regions of

Province Orientale and Kivu and the need to clear produce from the

liiast by way of Kisangani. The Government intended to make a great

effort to improve the Kisangani-Mombasa stretch, because of.its impor
tance. This portion which was 525 km long, was repaired only very

recently. There were studies covering the construction of the first

150 km and it was hoped that work on this portion would start in the

coming years. In principle, provision had been made in the 197l/l972

programme for up-grading the Kieangani-Banalia - Buta portion.

72. Returning to the marshy region in the Equatorial Province referred

to by geographers as the central basin the delegate said that the region

•through which the road passed was a plain practically on a level with

the watercourses cut by the Congo riverj as a rule, there was a lot of

rainfall in that area explaining tbs reason for the r.umber of marshes

there. Because of these marshes, the road was largely built over dikes

crossed by several Armco channels or pipes; but the dikes gave way and

were often submerged. A better system was being contemplated and work

on its programming was in progress.

73- The rest of the route made of earth was, in principle, passable

but often in a bad state with potholes and ruts; this-explained why

vehicles travelled at only 50 km/hour. It was hoped that with the

establishment of the Road' Authority (Office des Routes) , the moderniza
tion of the methods of road.upkeep, and mechanized maintenance, the

traffic conditions in the years ahead would improve. This Office- ■. _

(Road Authority), which was financially-independent, was responsible '
for the execution of studies and maintenance, development, moderniza
tion and the building of roads decided by the programme assigned to '

the Road Authority. It could also, at the request.of the Government
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intervene where the maintenance and development of other routes, engineer

ing works and ferries wore concerned. He wished to point out that the

Road Authority (Office des Routes) would really begin to operate in 1972.

74. At present, it was worth pointing out that operational bases had

been established by the Department of Public Works aad Physical Develop

ment, to create an awareness of "Public Works" throughout the country,

and had specialized technical action units available on the spot. These

would include mechanized squads equipped with heavy road-mending apparatus

to deal with road deterioration and wear and tear. In spite of the

existence of these bases, the possible conclusion of road agreements was

not ruled out. As regards this system of road agreements for annual up

keep at flat rates, maintenance was carried cut by private companies

using very often the road assigned under concession and on the basis of

an annual payment of 90 zaires ($l£0)/km/annum in 1971 and 120 zaires
(S24O)/km/annum in 1972j having regard to the real cost of the works

(mechanized maintenance by companies). This system of upkeep by private

companies, had been satisfactory in that a 5-ton lorry could normally

travel along the route at a speed of 40 km/hr at the minimum.

75. Another point worth mentioning concerning the road situated in

the Democratic Republic of Congo was that there were still a few wooden

bridges of a cumulative length of 150- metres, which would have to be

replaced in the near future. The width of the causeway varied from

3 to 9 metres, and the average traffic was about 15 vehicles a day.

Apart from these bridges, there were only ferries which created a few

problems as far as crossing from one to another was concerned, and these

he had already referred to.

76. In the Democratic Republic of Congo, a kilometre of asphalted road

cost 40,000 zaires or US$80,000, excluding engineering works. Therefore,

more than 2,000 km of road in the Democratic Republic of Congo which had

to be filled with stones and tarmac on their portion of the Trans-African

highway, was estimated to cost 83,000,000 zaires or US:£166,OOO ,000 which

would be increased by the cost of engineering works estimated at 3,000

zaires a metre (at current prices) , that is, 1,650 x 3,000 = 4,950,000
zaires or US$9,9OO,OOO for bridges. The total represented therefore was

87,950,000 zaires or US$175.900,000 which the budget of the Democratic

Republic of Congo could only finance on a long^-term basis.

-77. It was also pointed out that the financing necessary to make the £ ■

road network of the Congo fit for use and modernize it would come from , ;

various fund sources; the budget of the Congolese State, the United ;; I

Nations funds, funds from USAID, the Common Market and other sources and, - :\ "j
the action of the Congolese Government should cover all the road axes -\ j
at one and. the same time. This represented quite a big undertaking wh«n * -1

it was recalled that the general road network of the Democratic Republic

of Congo represented something of the order of 67,000 km out of a total

of 140,000 km.
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78. According to the Nigerian delegation, the Nigerian Government had

last year launched the Second National Development Plan 1970-1974- His

delegation's brief was with respect to the road development plan of the

Lagos to Kano to Maiduguri to Nigerian/Cameroon "border. Road develop

ment in Nigeria in the Second National Development Plan was divided into

two stages: (a) the rehabilitation of important roads that had deteriora
ted due to neglect and damage during the Nigerian civil war; and (b) feasi
bility studies for optimum alignment of the important north-south routes

and east-west routes to be followed by final engineering and reconstruc

tion to permanent structures. The design of the road was such that the

road pavement was to last 20 years and the bridges 40 years.

79- The following were the details of the development programme with

respect to the Lagos to Ibadan to Kano to Maiduguri road.

1. Rehabilitation Programme

(a) Lagos to Ibadan to Ilorin (188 miles). Work had already
started on this project and the estimated completion time

was June 1973- Cost was £»4-l million (Nigerian) .

(b) Ilorin to Jebba to Bokani Junction (100 miles). Work had
been completed last year. Cost was £1.3 million (Nigerian).

(c) Bokani Junction to Kaduna (270 miles) . Work was expected
to start October 1971- Completion time was estimated for

October 1973.

(d) Kano to Kari (half-way between Kano and Maiduguri) (118 miles).
Work is already in progress. Completion time September 1972.

Estimated cost £3-2 million (Nigerian).

80. The net result of the above rehabilitation works would make the
entire route from Kari to Kano to Ibadan to Lagos to be 7 metres of

pavement width -and generally conform with the minimum design standards

as proposed "by ?CA, except on the question of horizontal and vertical

alignments, since rehabilitation works generally followed existing

alignment except in cases of sharp bends and steep gradients.

2. Permanent Reconstruction

81. The idea of the rehabilitation works described above was to make

the roads fairly good in condition and to last another five to seven

years while feasibility studies and final engineering were being carried

out for permanent construction.

(a) Lagos to Ibadan Expressway. Work had started on the final
engineering for a 4-lane highway separated by a 22-foot wide

median. The final engineering was expected to be completed

by June 1972. Allowing for the necessary tender procedure,

construction was expected to start in October 1972. The esti

mated cost of the expressway was i.8.7.5 million (Nigerian) .
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Ibadan to Kano to Niger boundary. Consultants had just been
commissioned to carry out feasibility studies for optimum

alignment including-a bridge across the River Niger at Jebba.

The feasibility studies to be followed by final engineering
were expected to be completed within the Plan period, i*.©.,

IS70-1974-

! (c) Kano to Potiskum to Haiduguri. Arrangements were on for the
( commissioning of feasibility studies for optimum alignment.

. As mentioned in (b) above? the feasibility studies and final
engineering were expected to be completed within the Plan
period.

(d) Bama to Mora to Maroua (Cameroon). Feasibility studies for
1 this road had been carried out by U3AID under the auspices

of the Lake Chad Basin Commission. It was hoped that at

the next meeting of the Lake Chad Basin Commission, a final

decision will be reached on the final engineering and

reconstruction of this important link road.

82. In the above presentation the delegates had briefly stated the
proposals by the Federal Republic of Nigeria with respect to the

y Nigerian portion of the Lagos to Mombasa Highway. It was not, there
fore, necessary to go into details of the proposal of the whole of

t the Federal Trunk Roads network in Nigeria. It was mentioned, however,
j that the Federal Government planned to spend ever 4100 million (Nigerian)

1 on highway development for the period 1970 to 1974. This highway develop-
f ment ranged from completion of projects already existing, ■ new projects,

rehabilitation projects9 and feasibility studies and final engineering.

83. The suggestions mads by the representative of the Cameroon for
alternative route had implications for the originally proposed route

through Kano in Nigeria. The Cameroon proposal involves a southern

passage of the Highway through ihu Cameroon entering Nigeria through

Marafe. The Jigerian delegation han no basic objection to this alternative,

because it j_taa no s«*rx<j«s oli.'cot on ihe £eooiicl Sa-iiou-iil Do^ulopment Plan

1970-1974, in any caso, the connection Kaiduguri - Baraa - Mora - Maroua
in.Cameroon is being actively considered under the auspices of the Lake

Chad Basin Commission, and so the purpose of international connection
will be aohievod,.

The details of the Nigerian section of this alternative route are
as follows:
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E II

SECTIONS OF TH.o TRANS-AFRICAN HIGHWAY ON tfMCH ACTION IS

NIGERIA/CAM..fftOON BOED3H (3CANG) - MUGU - BJMIN - LAGOS

Country Section Length Type of action required

Nigeria 3cang - Dcom 114 km

- Yahe

Yahe - Abakaliki 150 km

-. Enugu

.'Jnugu - Onitsha 110 km

Onitsha/Asaba
- Benin

Benin -

Shagamu

SUagamu - Lagos

140 km

254 km

68 km

This is an all-weather gravel road,

Work required is repairs to damaged

bridges, and to be reconstructed to

two-lane paved way {f m)-

This is a one-lane paved road, now

in poor condition. Work required

is reconstruction of damaged bridges,

and reconstruction to two-lane paved

way (7m),

This is a two-lane paved road. work

requried is reconstruction of damaged

bridges.

This is a two-lane paved road in

very poor condition,. Work required

is*.

(i) Reconstruction of the damaged

part of Niger Bridge;

(ii) Reconstruction of the two-lane
paved Kay;

(iii) Reconstruction of 3 long-span
damaged bridges *

This is a two-lane paved road- Work

required is replacement of all

damaged and sub-standard bridges.

This is a two-lani pavod road in

poor condition, due to heavy traffic.

Work has started on rehabilitation

of the road. This section is also

part of the proposed Lagos - Ibadan

Sbtpressway,

Total length 836 km

Noter The total length of this route is 45*5 P9*" cent of the

Maiduguri - Kano - Lagos route.
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84. Summarizing statements made by delegates to the meeting, the

Executive Secretary said that the various comments indicated a support

for the' idea of thu project. Remarks about alternate routes would be

taken up by his colleague from CCAPE when he came to sum up for the

secretariat in the afternoon. But first it might be useful to hear

from the observers from advanced countries and international organiza

tions represented most of whom, he said, had been working on or giving

assistance to other countries in highway engineering and construction.

This was a unique committee, he said, of countries with projects of their

own who were prepared to assume their own responsibilities with only an

expectation of external supplementation of their own efforts.

85- The secretariat, the .Executive Secretary said, had offered to

provide a co-ordinator and the secretariat of "the Committee to avoid

expenditure, and would do everything it ciuld to assist in mobilizing

external aid. But member countries would undertake to bear the cost

of the projects themselves, and any additional costs occasioned by

diversions to the proposed highway or additions to it. Some of the

observer countries might, of course, be able to assist in diverse ways

in assisting individual countries in realizing the project. The spirit

of the meeting, he said, was a spirit of total independence with external

supplementation.

86. Following the intervention by the Executive Secretary, the following

, observers made statements which are summarized below.

i

' Uganda

i .87. The Uganda delegation apologized that due to a combination of a

number of factors it had not been possible for Uganda to be represented

, by more than one delegate. This should not be taken as a sign of lack

j of co—operation, or disinterestedness on this scheme. On the contrary,

public announcement had already been made in Uganda of government desire

to participate in this project.

1 88. The delegate also apologized on behalf of the £ngineer-in-Chief/
Permanent Secretary who had the intention of attending the conference,

but due to heavy commitment was unable to.

r

1 ' , 89. It was only when the conference was already in session that the

sitting delegate was drafted to represent the Ministry of Works

Communication and Housing of the Republic of Uganda. Within this time

it was not possible to sound the official government attitude, or the

attitude of the other Ministries such as Planning, and Finance. The

i . information available within the time indicated support of the project,

1 and that Uganda needed to be given time to study the scheme. Delegates

should not be taken by surprise therefore if proposals of alternative

routes were submitted.by Uganda.
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, The routes shown on the current map was herunder referred to as

alternative I. At the Congo end two short alternatives were possible,

these were designated IA,1 and IB.

Alternative-IA: The. route ran from Malaba on the Kenya side

through Kampala, Mbarara, and after Kazinga channel through the Queen

Elizabeth National Park via^Katwe to Katojo and entered the Congo at

Kasindi.

Alternative IB: This was virtually the same as IA except that after

Kazinga channel it "went via Kabirizi in the park and rejoined IA at

Katojo.

The present status of these alternatives was that only about 60 km
which went through the park was unimproved the rest was class I bitumen

standard.

The route passed through the industrial town, of Jinja and the

capital city of Kampala. Sections along the route may require improve

ment, in particular between Mukono and Kampala (22 km, with traffic
density of 5,690 vehicles/day). Estimated cost of reconstruction to •

bitumen class I dual carriage way was shs.(u) 6.1 million. This did
not include heavy compensation that may be necessary- The section

between Malaba and Iganga (101 km) was reasonably good but may require

major repairs. Iganga to Kafeira 32Jon had just been reconstructed to

class I bitumen standard. Kakira - Jinja had been reconstructed to

dual carriage way class I bitumen standard. Mbarara - Ishaka - Katunguru
(108 km) (Kazinga channel) was under construction, up-grading from gravel

to class I bitumen standard.

Alternative II: This is the same as alternative I route up to

Kampala from thi Kenya en&. It went through Mubondo £*nd Fort Portal

and rejoined IB at Kabirizi. From KainpitU- to Mity.vna (48 km) the road
was bituminiz-^d, and Mityana to Fort Portal was being considered for
reconstruction 'to class I bitumen standard- The di.3tan00 was 216 km at

a cost of shs-(U) 6>6 million. Fort Portal to KaMrini was bituminized.

A vie*: had boon expressed that the Western Railway which ran along

side alternative II war. experiencing losses which may wovsen with the

improvement of the road network.

AiPi^JiY-f-UJ^ Another route which the government may consider

ran through thf;"r.iiddle of the country* The entry point en Kenya side

would again be Malaba with adjustments if \nocessary-j through industrial

towns of Tororo and Mbale> Soroti, Lira, Kaindini and through Murchison

Falls National Park, Lalem, Pakwach and entered Congo at Mahagi. The

road from Malaba to Soroti about 185 km was bituminized to class I
standard, and was in fairly good condition, the heaviest traffic on this

route was between Tororo and Mbale 45 km was 1>S4O vehicles/day, the rest
was below 500 vehicles/day. Soroti to Lira was undsr consideration for
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up-grading to class I bitumen 96 km at a cost of shs. (U) 29 million.
Ihe survey and design of this road was completed. Lira - Kamdini

63 km was currently under reconstruction. Kamdini - Karuma 11 km was

bituminized, and Karuma - Pakwach 55 km was "being considered for

improvement to' class I gravel, standard at shs.6.6 million. Pakwach -

Nebbi 53 km was improved gravel road, and Nebbi - Mahagi 24 km was

partially improved.

Concluding remarks. Whatever route was selected by Uganda would

not affect Kenya very much, and the proposal by Kenya to enter Uganda

at Busia should not present much problem. But the choi-ce of the route

would certainly influence the location of the route in the Congo and-

very close liaison was required.
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STATEMENTS BY REPRESENTATIVES OF COUNTRIES AND AGENCIES

United K-ingcdom

90. The United Kingdom observer said that he was present at the meeting as

an observer on the part of the British Government primarily to see how they

could contribute to technical assistance in this most imaginative and exciting

African:..project for development. The Committee, he. said, had been asked to

prepare;for a feasibility study - a transport plan to integrate East, Central

and West Africa to attain the priority objective of increasing intra-African

trade and other forms of economic co-operation and contact between African '

countries. Realism was to be stressed in this venture and this was'not to be

confused with pessimism.

91. Regional transport must be considered only as part of regional integration

and development and not as an end in itself - transport was a service: not a

catalyst. The provision of transport could not be relied on, and was unlikely,

to result in regional development. Transport planning must be oriented to

the wider primary decision made in hard economic terms. The committee should

not plan transport except in terms of a realistic forecast of trade by volume

arid type of commodity, of new development - agriculture, mineralogical and
social, and of •tourism-

92. The first prerequisite for a transportation study must therefore be a

decision by the six countries involved that they seriously wished to create

this trans-African regional grouping with closer political and economic co-opera

tion. This must be followed by a serious study of potential trade flows, .both

present and future, between the countries concerned,, including an examination

of joint action such as tariff reductions and industrial" allocation agreements

that would be required to foster:this trade. Only with this prerequisite could

it be hoped to accomplish the task of providing a transport link of the right ,

mode and of the right standards to serve the economic and social integration
at the lowest:total transportation cost.

93- On the subject of technical assistance that his research section could

offer, the observer felt that it would bo inap?rcpria-;° to go into detail .

but only to mention those research items which would be of immediate assistance:

(a) Air-photo interpretation - Terrain evaluation system - There has been
developed over the past-few years a superior method of classifying

'and mapping engineering'terrain called Terrain Evaluation, which

leans heavily on the skilled interpretation of aerial photographs.

This relatively new technique can be used quickly to identify areas

of ground called land systems within which all the properties which

the engineer heeds to know to design and construct his road - relief,

engineering properties of soil and parent rock and drainage ■- have

essentially the same character. Land classification maps have been

prepared by the Tropical Section of Road Research Laboratory for large

areas in Africa including Nigeria. Uganda, parts of Kenya and Tanzania,
Lesotho and Botswana.
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Use of the Terrain Evaluation system of classification allows

experiment to be tranferred from one area to another of similar

terrain type. It provides a powerful tool for integration

.planning of the fullest exploitation of natural resources in a

framework of integrated road communication.

(b) Highway design study: In co-operation with World Bank and France

they were working to plug in data gaps in operational programme

designed to minimize design operations by optimizing the mix of

construction cost, maintenance cost and vehicle operating costs.

This programme should be of great help in the feasibility study.

(c) A deflectograph had been designed for determining residual strength

of bituminous pavement and the survey vehicle for automatically

recording vertical and horizontal alignment and roughness of the

road.

(d) Pavement design : a pavement design.guide had been produced which,

in conjunction with those produced by other authorities, could

be used to decide construction standards and stage construction

strategy.

(e) Traffic census : the design of traffic census must be aligned to the

particular conditions in a country. The Tropical Section has

carried out recent, extensive research in Kenya which is published

and could be used to guide *he traffic data collection required

for the Trans-African.Highway project.

94- Prefeasibility study

While realizing that a careful realistic investment study must be made

of the whole Trans-African Highway project, speed was obviously desirable and it

was desirable to avoid the tendency often noted of making studies of this kind
in too great detail, particularly on the side of engineering cost.

95- The opportunity should not be lost in a vast exciting project of this kind

to use it as a nucleus around which independent African road research and

training organs could develop, perhaps on a regional basis. The Road Research
Laboratory would be glad to help in any way it could in this endeavour.

Belgium

96... Commenting on earlier statements by the. delegates of Congo (Kinshasa),
the Belgian observer confirmed'that- in fact, a branch road could be constructed

from Mbarara in Uganda to run towards the south via Kabale up to Gatuna on

the Rwanda border. According to the information at the disposal of the observer

this stretch up to Kabale was already asphalted. From Kabale to Gatuna

U.
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asphalting had been started or was at the point of being started with funds

provided by IBRD. Prom Gatuna to Kigali, capital of Rwanda, the construction
of an asphalt surfaced road would soon be undertaken with funds provided by

IBRD. From Kigali to the Burundi border the study was financed by the EDF, From
this border up to Bugarama (a few kilometres from Bujumbura capital of Burundi)
the construction of an asphalt surfaced road would socn be started with
funds provided by the EDF. From Bugarama to Bujumbura the road was asphalted
in I960 with IBRD funds. Prom" Bujumbura to Bukavu in the Congo (K) the asphalted
road had been in existence for many years. Finally from Bukavu to Kisangani
an asphalt road' existed except for a stretch of 230 Ian between Musenge and

Lubutu for which the final study was financed ,by Belgium; and it was to be

constructed with funds supplied by the EDF.

97. Mention was also made of a 130 km section between Lubutu and Kisangani,

which has already been built, but which had not been asphalted. An asphalt

highway through there could be expected from Mombasa to Kisangani before the
highway passing through Mbarara (Uganda) - Beni - Mombasa - Kisangani was

built. The route which had been outlined through Rwanda and Burundi and whichff

in any event, would be constructed as a consequence of the various contracts

which had been entered into, would thus constitute a second means of access

to the Congo from Uganda. This did not necessarily mean that it would be-in

competition with the route proposed by ECA.

98. There was another point which he felt should be raised and which concerned

the wish of the delegate of the Central African Republic to have the rout-

extended in his country from Bangui to Bangassou. This he felt would call

for a link from Bangassou, on the border of the Democratic Republic of the

Congo, to Buta, in the Democratic'Republic of the Congo, which was already

included in the route proposed by ECA. This modification posed the question

as to whether there should be a double route from Buta to Gangui, or whether
one of the 'two should be chosen to form a part of the Trans-African Highway.

This, of course, is a matter for the delegates of the countries concerned.

99. The Japanese delegation brought greetings to the committee in lathing

the Trans-African Highway which they considered had intrinsic value. Unlike

the Pan-American and Asian Highways, which connected coastal cities, the proposed

Trans-African Highway had been planned to go right through the African continent.

This meant that its value for Africans was incomparably greater than any

existing highways so that it could only be compared with the Trans-AiraTican

Railways or the Siberian Railway, which were completed at the end of the 19th

Century, and gave immeasurable values to the people of the respective countries*

The success of the Suez Canal, they contended, had brought immense profit to

Europeans as well aB to the Asians, but little profit to the Africans. Thin

proposed Highway, they were sure, would prove to be a tarmac "Land Canal" for

Africans, in that it would serve the interests of Africans themselves.
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100. The fact that Europe had achieved its greatness as a single entity
showed that Africa could also follow the same course to achieve its greatness.

If Africans could work together as a single and unified entity, the develop

ment generated would be much greater. Once East, West and Central African

countries, provided with much easier means of transportation and communications

were collaborating towards one and the same end, the effect would be immeasur

ably greater than when the three parts of Africa, without much contact with
each other, were making their individual efforts separately.

The World ..Bank

1Q1. According -to .the. resident representative of the World-Bank in Ethiopia-
(who also represented the - international--* Development' Association, at the ..Meeting)
his colleague"1 had-'some-knowledge' of the countries- covered by Nairobi Office,
that- is to say Kenya,'-Uganda and the Democratic'Republic of the^Congo. Un

fortunately, neither, of them had any detailed'knowledge of the" countries

concerned in Western Africa, which are covered by-their^Permanent Mission for
Western Africa in Abidjan, that is to say Nigeria, Cameroon and the Central
African Republic. ........

102. He could only confirm that in the field of road development, the World
Bank had also been active" in the three western countries. To start from the
West, therefore, the World Bank had made three loans for road projects in

Nigeria in I965, 1966 and I969 totalling about US $42 million. In addition
their soft loan, agency, IDA,, had made a credit for US £1^-.million in 1965.for

road development in the northern province.

103. In the case of Cameroon, the Uorld Bank had made a road project loan
totalling US 812 million in 1970, and IDA had added another US $7 million
credit for this project at the same time. .In the case of the Central African
Republic, IDA had made two credits totalling US $8£ million, one in 1969 and
the other in 1970. In so far as the Democratic Republic of the Congo was

concerned IDA had so far made a credit of US £6 million in 1969 for roads.

104. For Uganda IDA had made two credit, one of us"jr5 million in 1967 which
included part of the proposed Trans-African Highway between Mbarara and

Katunguru; and a second credit of US $11.6 million in 1969, which included
an amount to prepare a road development plan for Uganda covering the next five-

year period. The credit also-included an amount of US £1 million to carry out
feasibility studies of roads considered of high priority under the development

plan already referred to.

105. In Kenya they had participated in road development for quite some time.
The most recent activities included an IDA credit of US 012.6 million in 1970
in conjunction with the British Government to finance the reorganization of
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maintenance activities and the provision of maintenance equipment. At the

present time the Bank was considering a loan for further highway improvement

in which it was expected that sections of the Mombasa/Uganda "border road

would be included and which formed part of the ECA proposed Trans-African

Highway.

Netherlands

106. The representative of the Netherlands Government stated that although

he was attending in an observer capacity he was in a position to state that

his government was interested in ECA's regional approach to such projects

as the one which was the subject of the meeting. He was unable to state

whether his government could make .a contribution to the project, however,

because such a decision depended on discussions made at the present meeting

and also on the way requests for assistance were to be made, that is whether

by ECA or by the participating countries.

United Nations Development Programme

107. The representative of the UNDP said that he had listened with interest

to the discussions dealing with the proposal for the construction of a Trans-

African Highway. In the course of the discussions reference had been made

several times to possible UNDP assistance in the implementation of the project.

He emphasized that the UNDP was present at this meeting as an observer. His

organization had already expressed its interest in the project and he had been

asked by his Headquarters to provide them with a full account of the.delibera

tions at this meeting. He stated that he could not make any commitment which

would bind the UNDP in any way, directly or indirectly. Moreover, he believed

that the nature of the UNDP programme of technical assitance was such that

it did not really allow for this type of commitment to be made at a meeting

like this one.

108. After explaining that as of January 1972 the UNDP would embark upon a

considerably revised approach towards technical assistance to the developing

j countries, as well as the basic principle guiding this new approach, he . ;

empphasized that another fundamental consideration of the new approach was that

] the assistance provided by the UNDP should fit in the overall objectives of

1 the national plan of each individual country and should, therefore, be an

1 integral part of the implementation of this plan.

!

j 109. Putting the project of the construction of the Trans-African Highway

I- in the context of the guidelines governing UNDP assistance, he stated that
everything depended on a very close co-ordination of efforts and a very clear

I consensus amongst the countries concerned about the priority which had.to be

accorded to the Trans-African Highway project.'If we thought in terms of external

supplementation of the countries' own efforts,' as emphasized by the Executive
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Secretary, one could see a possibility of including required UNDP assistance

for pre-investment studies, feasibility studies, training and otherwise in

the individual country programmes which would be drawn up- This would mean

that the countries' participation in the project would be given sufficient

priority by the highest planning authority of the country to merit inclusion

in their country

110. He reiterated that the UNDP was interested in- the proposal made by the

ECA. Whether the Trans-African Highway project would come within the orbit

of UNDP assistance was primarily dependent on the place this project would

bo given in the context of the development plan of each individual country.

The priority which they accorded to the development of their own economy would

be the guidelines for the utilization of UNDP resources. The UNDP represen

tative suggested that the UNDP Resident Representatives in the countries concern

ed be kept fully informed at all stages of the activities of the Committee and

results of their actions-

The African Development Bank

111. The observer from the African Development Bank, on behalf of President

A. Labidi, and himself, expressed their thanks and appreciation for the efforts

of the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa in calling the meeting

to initiate such a significant and important project. Transport, he said,

seldom fulfilled an independent function of its own: it served as a means

to other ends. In spite of this the role of transport in the development

process could not be underestimated. Improvements in transportation resulted

in the lowering of real costs through reductions in hauling costs, increased

speed and dependability, decreased loss and damage or other means. Lowering

real costs led to savings and increased production and consumption. The

savings represented release resources which might be applied to produce

additional output elsewhere in the economy- Thusj improved transport brought

about the employment of otherwise idle resources; the classic example being

the opening up of outlying areas.

112- The Airican Development Bank, lie said, had set aj one of its prime

objectives, the co-ordination and integration of the national economies of its

member countries. Aware of the fact that the member countries' economic growth

and expansion ?.arge?.y depended on the development and modernization of transport

means, the Bank: in its programme for 1971 - 73? "as concentrating its efforts

on the sectors of transport and agriculture.

It was the Bank's policy bo give priority consideration to multinational

projects i.e. projects chat served two or more member countries. In the

transport sector, it was currently considering the first phase of the Trans-

SaharanHighway which linked Algeria to the land-locked countries of Niger and

Mali, as well as highway links between Ivory Coast and Ghana, and Sierra Leone

and Liberia- In Kenya the Bank had financed the improvemei..** of a highway

linking Kenya with^Tanzania and Uganda; the part linking it with Uganda

constituted part of the Trans-African Highway.- Construction on this project

was almost completed.
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113- The Bank, he assured delegates, would follow their deliberations and
recommendations with great interest. It would give due consideration to any

technical or financial support which might be sought with respect to this
important multinational road project.

United States of America

114- According to the United States observer, his country was represented
at this first meeting of the Trans-African Highway Committee as an observer
only. He was there to learn more about the Trans-African Highway project
which-- as a concept, had already begun to capture popular attention.

115. The United States, in its programmes of economic assistance to Africa,
had placed top priority on the development of transportation links within and
between African countries. They had a long record of co-operation with other
donor countries and international institutions and organiaations which had
already done much to improve highway network systems throughout Africa. But
it was realized that so very much more needed to be done, and quickly, if
development in the transportation field was to be truly responsive to the
most pressing need for increased agricultural production - for opening up the
vast potential for intra-African trade - for stimulating all those economic
activities so vital to the achievement of better living standards.

116. The United States applaud the initiative of the Economic Commission
for Africa for having convened this meeting so soon after the Conference of
Ministers meeting in Tunis last February and they hoped to learn more about
the level of African interest in this highway and to gain some insight to
the economic feasibility of constructing such a highway.

Federal Republic of Germany

117- The observer for FDR indicated that he was not prepared at that stage
to give detailed information atout roads or feasibility studies that were
being financed by his country or agencies in Germany. In West Africa Germany
is working i.ainly through the FED sc that he could only mention some projects
in East. Africa. In Ethiopia assistance was being given in connexion with
the road intended to link Addis Ababa with Nairobi in the future. This could

relate to and serve as a feeder to the Trans-African Highway, The feasibility
study for this highway vas completed and work was to begin soon. In Kenya,

assistance had been given in the construction of roads in relation to the
tourist industry but since these roads were mainly to be found in the game
parks they were perhaps not directly relevant to the present project. There
are also some minor projects in Rwanda and Burundi being financed or technical
ly assisted by Germany which would help to link these land-locked countries
to the Trans-African Highway according to the proposal of the Belgian delegate-
His Government was, however interested in the Trans-African Highway project and
the fact that his bank had sent him to observe this meeting on their behalf
was sufficient indication of this.
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118. The International Road Federation representative in Addis Ababa brought

greetings from his parent organization as their observer to the meeting. He

assured the Committee of the co-operation of both the national and international

organization of IRF.

119- Upon the suggestion of the Executive Secretary of the ECA, the observers

of both France and United Kingdom indicated their preparedness to assist the

work of the Committee with documentation of research and any other tasks within

their competence and capacity and to go over drafts of documents prepared by

the secretariat in connexion with the work of the Trans-African Highway Commit

tee.

120. The Director cf the Asian Highway, who had been assisting with organiza

tion of the f.irst Trans-African Highway Committee meeting, summed up for the

secretariat at the end of the day's meeting and proposed in his talk an

organizational framework and work programme.

World Food Programme

121. The representative of World Food Programme stated that assistance from

his organization was provided within the framework of United Nations from

food donated by governments. Food was usually provided under various categories

of which food for work of volunteers and for workers in construction were such

examples. He stated that normally WFP assistance would have to be requested

by governments individually. . While he was not in a position to commit his

organization, he thought that there was room for WFP aid in the construction

of this highway.

SOME ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF THE TRANS-AFRICAN HIGHWAY

122. A representative of the secretariat introduced document E/CN.I4/TRANS/44

(some economic aspects of the Trans-African Highway) and indicated that the
short paper .was part of the efforts of the secretariat to give some background

information to enable the Committee to decide on the various studies that it

might wish to commission. The paper was written in order to indicate briefly

the economic benefits that might accrue from the implementation of the highway

project. Its contents were the minimum that could be said about the project

at that stage and they were based on existing studies on the economic develop

ment of the countries through which the route would pass. The real economic -

survey would have to be commissioned by the Committee; and it -was hoped that

when the team that would conduct it came to the interested countries, the

necessary help would'be given in supplying the basic data.

123- Basically, the paper assumed that while the proposed route would help

in the efforts to build communication networks to the seaports, its major

role would be in the promotion of intra-African trade and tourism. Moreover,

the execution of the project would benefit all the countries concerned because

its segments already formed portions of the national road networks of these
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countries. In fact, the route linked the major economic development "poles" on

the continent, viz. the East African Community, the Democratic Republic of

f Congo, the cotton-growing area and the centre of economic activity of the

Central African Republic, Cameroon and Nigeria. Finally, the proposed route

would link up with the Trans-Saharan Highway and the Trans-West African

Highway in Kano, Nigeria, thus increasing the possibility of wider intra-African
trade.

124- The Committee viewed the secretariat's document E/CN.I4/TRANS/44 on

"Some Economic Aspects of the Trans-African Highway" as a general informative

account of an inventory of the areas of prospective economic development relevant

to the highway project. Its lack of detail was deliberate and with the under

standing that a more detailed survey would be carried out.

125. The Executive Secretary expressed the desire to listen to the views of

delegations about the extent to which the secretariat's proposal of the Trans-

African Highway fitted or would fit into the national plan proposals of their

countries. Better still, how decisions taken at the current meeting would fit

into their respective development plans, " '

' 126. Addressing themselves to the question asked, all delegations were

j unanimous in confirming that the project fitted with their national efforts
[ to develop road links in opposite directions within national boundaries in

! contrast to the sea-oriented routes inherited from colonial periods. Apart

j from increasing the volume of trade, and tourism as well as complementing the

I economies of neighbouring countries, the proposed route was viewed also as one

* . which could make accessible isolated areas within national boundaries.

127- A desire was expressed for discussions of level of surface and design

I standards on the grounds that they were equally important as well as bore on

\ the current project. Furthermore, it was emphasized that in considering the

1 construction of the Trans-African Highway there might be the need to route the

) proposed highway so as to bypass cities and urban centres in order to avoid

1 ' traffic congestion.

' 128. Alternative routes that had earlier been proposed by some delegates came

j up for discussion. During discussions members showed much sympathy and

K flexibility and their willingness to understand the problems faced by each

other were commended by the Executive Secretary. To allay the fears of delega

tions, the Executive Secretary reiterated once more that the final decision

as to which routes should be taken by the Trans-African Highway would rest

with individual States. What was important at the present meeting was some

agreement on the principle«
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129. In commenting on possible associate status for Rwanda and Burundi, the

Executive Secretary stated that since the road from Mbarara, in Uganda through

Rwanda and Burundi and again.connecting the highway at Kisangani in the Congo,

was "being built in any case, there may be no strong need for associate status

for these countries. The Executive Secretary emphasized that in the interest

of speed this body should be kept as small as possible and if necessary limited

to the original six. He was particularly impressed with the display of know

ledge of delegations about the problems in their respective countries and hoped

that such a wealth of knowledge and information would always be made available

to EGA or the Bureau in facilitating its work on the project.

> .

130. Certain delegations expressed the wish for a summary of the Lagouge report

which had been mentioned in document E/CN.14/TRANS/44. The secretariat agreed
to meet this request possibly at the next meeting of the Committee. Copies had

been mailed to the Governments concerned sometime in March 1969. hut the con

siderable size of the document did not permit quick reproduction for the present

meeting.

TRANS-AFRICA!* HIGHWAY MOTOR RALLY

131. Sharing his Asian experience on the subject of motor rallies the Director

of the Asian Highway and a member of the Trans-African Highway Committee

secretariat, explained that the holding of a motor rally would in itself serve

as evidence that the route was completed and in good condition. However, this

was an undertaking which called for a lot of spade-work initially. In addition

to setting up'a Central Motor Rally Committee, national organising committees

were equally and fundamentally essential. A motor rally successfully organized

on the Trans-African Highway would be testimony that ancillary facilities were

being provided on the entire route, and also that deficiencies were determinable,

e.g., complications with regard to border formalities, etc.

132. The speaker mentioned that in addition to the heavy costs involved in

organizing a rally, the safety of motorists was of the greatest importance.

Otherwise the effort would be-a set-back to the whole project. In the case

of the Trans-African Highway a motor rally would be one of the most effective

methods of advertising it. ./

133. Two methods of approaching the question of a motor rally on the Trans-

African Highway were suggested. The first was by organizing vehicles, e.g.,

jeeps capable of doing the rough stretches of uncompleted sections of the

highway, and the second one was to wait until the road was completed. But all

present indications suggested that any rally on the Trans-African Highway must

wait until 1972 or 1973.
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134. In the discussions which followed there was general agreement among

delegations that, with the exception of countries of the East African Community

which had experience of motor rallies, there was little or no experience in

the rest of the countries of the Trans-African Highway. In Nigeria and Congo

(K) motor rallies were still in their infancy.

135» As was pointed out organizing a rally calls for a lot of capital expendi

ture (some of which could be recovered through sale of advertisement space) and
time and effort. It was stated that a period of no less then two years would

probably be required to organize an effective rally.

136, Advertising the Trans-African Highway by means of trade far.rs was also

mentioned; /and it was agreed that perhaps this form of- approach should be"

left entirely to individual member States of the Highway to organize.. In fact,

the Executive Secretary asked the delegations not to allow themselves to be

saddled at this stage with organizing a rally but instead to give support to

the bodies organizing rallies and furthermore, to leave the matter to the

individual States.

137- The experience of holding rallies on the Trans-SaharanHighway was cited

in the hope that members of the Trans-African Highway might learn something

from it.

138. A discussion of whether the Committee should advertise the Trans-African

Highway to the world then followed; and the consensus was that ECA should first

be commissioned by the Committee to contact all organizations which had held

rallies to acquaint itself with their experiences. Although the secretariat

was reluctant to take more than it could handle, it agreed to send out question

naires to the six countries, examine the responses, and then present a report

to the next meeting of the Committee.

MINIMUM GEOMETRICAL. DESIGN STANDARDS FOR THE TRANS-AFRICAN HIGHWAY

139. ■ The feeling of the Committee on'this subject was that there was really

not much for discussion on minimum geometrical design standards at this stage

of the project except to call attention to the fact that this was a very

important matter that must be discussed possibly at a future meeting.

140. The problem of two systems of driving (left and right sides of the road)
existing in different countries of the Highway was recognized as an issue which

must be discussed for possible harmonization. Until the different systems or

regulations were solved, a suggestion was put forward to put up big sign-boards

reading "Now you are driving on the left/right hand side" (depending on which
country the motorist was driving through) should be posted along the highway

at regular close intervals. The Executive Secretary suggested, however, that

the Highway will be passing through areas unaccustomed to much traffic and that
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the countries concerned have not yet reached a point where the number of buses,

trucks and cars that they own is so great that considering a change from the

left side of the street to the right might entail enormous expenditure on the

part of governments and private businesses and individuals. This was an

opportunity, he suggested, to consider a change - especially on the part of

the countries of East Africa which follow the British tradition of driving

on the left side of the road. Most of West Africa (with the exception of Ghana

and Sierra Leone) are driving on the right side now that Nigeria had decided

also to change over to the right. North Africa was also driving on the right.

It would therefore be advantageous for the East African countries of the

Highway to give serious consideration to the matter. The experience of Nigeria,

according to that delegation, was that a changeover at an early stage and with

a period of planning of about four years would not create undue difficulties

and was not too expensive.

141* The problem of driving licences, traffic regulations, highway legislation

and other technical matters were mentioned, but it was agreed that these

questions should be left until questionnaires sent out by EGA. were received

from the six countries and the problem examined in its totality.

DATE AND PLACE OF THE, NEXT MEETING

142. The Committee, having agreed to hold all its future meetings alternately

in the capitals of the countries of the Trans-African Highway, decided that

if the Government of Central African Republic accepted the proposal put forward

by the delegate of Central African Republic that the next meeting of the

Committee be held in the Capital, Bangui, it would be the venue for the next

meeting. Delegations would rendezvous at Yaounde on 20 March and travel from

there by road to Bangui, arriving there on 22 March.- The date of the meeting

was fixed for 23-27 March 1972 in Bangui. The travel by road from Yaounde to

Bangui was intended to use part of the Trans-African Highway route and thus

dramatize the meeting and call the attention of the world to the important

event.

ADOPTION OF THE REPORT

143« The report was adopted by the Committee at its closing session on ..

18 June 1971 including the Organizational Work Programme for the Co-ordinating

Committee.
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Annex I. TRANS-AFRICAN HIGHWAY - ORGANIZATIONAL WORK PROGRAMME

1. The Trans-African Highway Co-ordinating Committee shall be established

as follows:

Organization

2. The Co-ordinating Committee shall be composed of high-level represent

atives from each of the countries concerned in the Trans-African Highway

System. The members will be assisted by one or, more alternates at the

technical level. The Executive Secretary of ECAr shall be a member of the

Committee, the World Bank, the ADB and the FED or their representatives

shall be invited as ex-officio members of the Committee. The represent

atives of the co-operating countries interested in the project will be the

Associate Members. The representatives of specialized agencies and related

institutions and experts might also be invited by the Co-ordinating Committee

The Governments of the participating countries shall be responsible for

financing the attendance of their membersr alternates and advisers-

Institutional Support to the Co-ordinating Committee -

Trans-African Highway Bureau

3. The Committee accepts the offer of the Executive Secretary of ECA

to appoint a Co-ordinator who will be the Head of the Trans-African

Highway Bureau attached to the Transport and Communications Section of

ECA. The Executive Secretary will also provide the necessary secretarial

help. He will also try to obtain highway engineers and transport econo

mists from some of the co-operating countries to staff the Bureau.

Functions of the Co-ordinating Committee

4- The Co-ordinating Committee shall promote and co-ordinate the planning

and implementation of the Trans-African Highway Project* It shall, to this
end:

(a) Issue directives to its Bureau for the preparation of co-ordinated
work programme for the implementation of the Trans-African Highway;

(b) Recommend to governments of the member countries concerned,■
measures for the implementation of the Trans-African Highway
Project;

(c) Explore the possibilities of obtaining external financial and
technical assistance for the implementation of the Trans-African
Highway Project;

(d) Assist the participating governments in the preparation and sub
mission of requests for technical,, financial and other assistancef

and co-operate in the administration of such assistance under

United Nations technical assistance programme and by other organi
zations and donors*

T
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(e) Review from time to time the execution of projects and programmes

undertaken by participating countries in connexion with the Trans-

African Highway;

(f) Study and advise on the appropriate agreements "between or among

the governments concerned on problems connected with the construc

tion and improvement of the Trans-African routes;

(g) Recommend measures for improving international traffic on the

Trans-African Highway when completed,- and shall for this purpose

include:

(i) The simplification and unification of customs rules and

procedures governing the temporary importation of private

and commercial vehicles;

(ii) The simplification of the regulations and procedures to be

applied to the civil goods and passenger traffic including

customs, passport,, and visa formalities;

(iii) The development of feeder roadsr and the establishment of

ancillary services and facilities on the Trans-African

Highway.

Consultative Group

5. The committee may invite persons of world repute to form a consultative

group on the Trans-African Highway and to advise and assist it in carrying out

its functions and responsibilities.

Functions of the Bureau

6. The Bureau will serve as a Secretariat of the Co-ordinating Committee,

and be responsible for the organization of meetings and the execution of

directives given to it by the Co-ordinating Committee.

Procedures

7. The Committee shall adopt its own rules of proceduret subject to the

provisions set out below.

8. The Committee will meet once a year or more often as necessary.

9. At its first meeting the Co-ordinating Committee shall elect its Chairman

and Vice-Chairman from among the representatives of the six countries concerned,

At subsequent meetings the Chairman and. the Vice-Chairman shall be respectively

the representatives of the nation following in alphabetical order the nation

from which the first Chairman and Vice-Chairman were selected. They shall

remain in office till the next ordinary meeting.
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10. The venue for meetings shall "be fixed by the Co-ordinating Committee

preferably in one of the capitals of the countries concerned by rotation.

11. The Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa and the

Co-ordinator shall provide the necessary servicing for the Co-ordinating

Committee *-i meetings. The Co-ord:; nator shall be responsible for preparing

from time to time r&pjiji; 0*1 ti^ implementation of the decisions of the
Co-ordinating Committee.

12. The Executive Secretary of ECA shallt in consultation with the Chairmanr

issue a notice for convening such meetings of the Co-ordinating Committee^

prepare provisional agenda and distribute relevant documents at least six

weeks before the commences:/vt of a meeting of the Co-ordinating Committee.

13. The Co-ordinating Committee shall submit reports to the participating
governments and ECA.

Sequence of Actions

14. The ECA Secretariat as of nowr will prepare a provisional map showing
the proposed Trans-African Highway in accordance with the suggestions made

by the delegates of the countries concerned at the meeting. It will also

include suitable connexions to ports and centres of economic activities.

This map willr by ho means, be final. The map will be circulated to the

countries concernedr and alterations made in the light of the comments,

received from the Governments. The Co-ordinating Committee once established
will, at its next meeting; finalize the route to be included in the Trans-
African Highway and their related priority.

15. Members of the Co-ordinating Committee who have Highway Design Manuals
and other relevant documents should send copies to the Bureau. These willr

in addition to experience in other regionsr form the basis for a review by

experts whose services the Co-ordinating Committee recommends might be sought

from the United Kingdom and France. Recommendations emanating from this
review wi3\ be circulated by the I.jxeau and approved by the Co-ordinating
Committee. /

16. (a) Once the provisional map has been completedr the Bureau will
organize a reconnaissance survey of the alternative routes and

prepare a paper showing the conditions of the routes and identi

fying sections which require re-con3truction or up-grading to

enable the Bureau to make recommendations to the Co-ordinating

Committee for the optimum alignment. At this stager the Bureau

. will also take into account various available surveys that have

been carried out by the countries concerned, the World Bank,

ADBr and by co-operating countries and other international
organizations;
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(b) At this stage, the Co-ordinating Committee will commission a

feasibility study of the highway project with the help of !

UNDP or co-operating countries to establish the economic

justification for the "building of the highway and also for

identifying feeder road r.nrvices required. The survey will

also estaMj ^ trs-.is of future development of traffic for

trade and of tourism; . ■

(c) Realizing that the first priority is for the physical cons- "

: truction and improvement of priority sections, the Bureau

will prepare a work programme.. In addition to this, it

i will also prepare- in consultation with the countries con- ;

cernedr a Development Plan. This plan will include works [

I required to be done- in connexion with the construction and

1 up-grading of priority sections, show works already included ,

1 e in the country's programmer works already programmed to be

done under various aid programmes,; and works requiring out

side aid and assistance. For works requiring outside aid and

assistancet further details in regard to the requirements of

foreign exchange in terms of"technical know-how, equipment

and materials will be given;

(d) As the physical construction and improvement of the highway

sufficiently advances, the Co-ordinating Committee will j

consider measures for the improvement of facilities for .the \

easy flow of international traffic - goods and passengers. . .

This will include improvement of ancillary services along

the route and easing of frontier formalities-

17. In response to specific requests from Member Countries, the Bureau will (
arrange to provide the following services under the .auspices.of the Co-ordinat- .

ing Committee: • ',

(a) The preparation of an inventory of the existing soil testing and !
quality ccr.trol laboratories and of additional requirements of ' <
equipment so that the laboratories could be adequately improved;

(b) (i) Inservice training programmes for research workers, engineers j

and technicians: * j

(ii) Short course:-; -rnd rreminars for highway engineers and techni

cians ;

i

(iii) Long-term training coursesr and fellowships for engineers \

and technicians.
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Annex II. LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Cameroon

M. Sapock-Ndem Samuelt Ingenieur charge d'etudes, Ministere.du Plan
et de l'Amenagement.

Congo (Republique democraticnie du)

M. Jean Mweze, Ingenieur et Planificateurr Ministere des T.P.

M. Francois Tl. lraamar Fonctionnaire. Ministere des Affaires etrangeres.

M. R. Moutombo, Premier Secretaire,. Ambassade du Congo en Ethiopie.

Kenya

Dr. Eliud I. Malukir Charge d'affaires,. Kenya Embassy in Addis Ababa.

Mr. George Wabul:er Senior Superintending Engineerr. Roads Department,,
Ministry of Works.

Mr. Alexander Njoroge Ndihoc Senior Planning Officerr Ministry of

Finance and Economic Development.

Mr. Gordon Manners,, Chief Engineer,. Roada Department^ Ministry of. Works,

Mr, Stephen Macharia Muriuc Assistant Secretary, Ministry of Power and
Communications.

Nigeria

Mr. Mohamed Tukur Usmanr Assistant Director (Eng.)r Federal Ministry of

Worksj Lagos.

Mr. John E.K. Oyegunr Principal Planning Officer (Transport) Federal
Ministry of Economic Development. . .

R6publicrue centrafricaine

M. Augustin Dallot-Befior Secretaire d'Etat aux travaux publicsc .
Ministere des travaux publics.

M. J.P. Braneyro- Directeur d'etudest programmes et contr61eP Ministere
des travau:: publics.
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Uganda

Mr. W.S.K. Matovuj Cha-r^e d'affaires a.i.r Embassy of Ugandar Addis .Ababa.

Mr. P,'M. Oryem Onenr Cliief Training Engineer£ Ministry of Works.

OBSERVERS

Be lgique

M. Van Vlaenderenr Ingenieur-Directeurr Ministere de la cooperation au

developpement.

Federal Republic of Germany

Albrecht Graf von Schlieffenr Federal Reconstruction & Loan Corporationr
Frankfurto

Mr. KrW. SeegerE First Secretary (Economic Affairs) German Embassy.
Addis Ababa.

France

M. P. Saulierec Deuxieme Conseillerr Ambassade de France,. Addis Ababa.

Japan

Mr. Tatsuo Aikawar First Secretary,. Embassy of Japanr Addis Ababa.

fir. Shoji Miyazaki, Deputy Chiefr Planning Departmentf Highway Bureaur

Ministry of Construction.

Mr. Tatsuo Sator First - Secretary, Embassy of Japant Nairobi.

Netherlands

Mr. Hendrik Phillipse, First Secretaryr Netherlands Embassyr Addis Ababa.

Tunisie

M. Mouldi Hammami, Premier Secretaire,. Ambassade de la Republique tunisiennec

Addis Abeba*

United Kingdom

1

Mr. Eric Drummond Tingle, Head of Tropical Sectionf Road Research

Laboratory, United Kingdom.
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OBSERVERS (cont'd

United States 01 America ^

Mr. R. Yostr Charge d'affaires a.i.r American Embassyt Aadis Ababa.

Mr. G. Manly. Chief Eneiufeer, USAID, Addis Ababa.

Mr. P. Daniolls, Attache for Regional Economic Affairs, American 12mbassyr

Addis Ababa.

African Developnient Bank

Mr. Kamal Gaafar, Highway Engineer, African Development Bank.

ECAFS

Mr. M. S. Ahmedt Directort Asian Highway.

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development

Mr. T. Finsaas, Resident Representative, IBRDr Addis Ababa.

Mr, F.D.T. ReidE Highway Engineer, IBRD Office in Nairobi.

International Road Federation

Mr. Shifferaw Bisuneh: Chief Engineer of Highways, Imperial Highway

Authority.

Mr. Sinnatt Brian, Chairman, Ethiopian Road Federation.

International Labour Qrgar.igation

Mr. Pierre Adossama: Senior Regional Officer, ILOr Addis Ababa.

Organization of African Unity

Mr. C-..L. Pognon, Assistant Secretary-General, OAUr Addis Ababa.

Mr. Hizekiel Isaact Transport and Communications Officer, OAUr

Addis Ababa.

United Nations Development Programme

Mr. W. Kouwenhoven. The Deputy Resident Representative a.i.f

Addis Ababa.

Mr. G.L. Ohlsen. Programme Officer,. UHDPf Addis Ababa.
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OBSERVERS (cont.'d)

World Food Piogramme

Dr. Eduard von Schuhr WFP Adviser, World Food Programmet Addis Ababa,

Secretariat

Mr. R.K.A. Gardiner, Executive Secretary.

Mr. S. Aviadf Chief, Transport, Communications and Tourism Section.

(

Mr. Tilahun Wubneht Economist.

Mr. A.M. Akiwumip Regional Adviser.

Mr. J. Aiyegbusi, Economist.

Mr. T.P. Omari, Assistant'to the Executive Secretary.

Mr. Njuguna Njaor Programme Management Officer.
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Document Number Title

1. E/CN.I4/TRANS/42/Rev.1

2. E/CN,l4/TRANS/43/Rev.1

3. E/CN.14/TRANS/44/

4. E/CN.14/TRANS/45

Revised Provisional Agenda

Current Status of the Trans-African

Highway

Some Economic Aspects of the Trans-

African Highway-

Minimum Geometrical Standards for

the Trans-African Highway
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